
 

Wars of the Roses  

“The Bloody Barons” 

by Peter Pig 

The following  photos are all by Matt. Thank you 

Matt. 

Game played on 6th February 2020. 

The game took place at Entoyment store in Poole 

UK. During the game there were breaks for mar-

mite toast and hot drinks all from the shop café 

(thanks Andy). 

 

This game took about 2.5 hours from arrival in 

the store until packing up. 

The game is a full standard game. The rules book 

also incudes all the major battles from the wars 

as scenarios. 

 

Hope you enjoy the game write up 



 

Each army conforms to a points cost. 

An army will initially have 1 household, 2 levy 

and 2 retinue units . Then the player can 

choose other units to a total of 40 points. 

As players buy more of a unit type the costs 

are cheaper. Cvalry and gusn can be had but 

will reduce the number of foot units. 

 

Not shown here is the calculation of the York-

ist army (martin’s). The Yorkist army had 3 

units of cavalry, 1 household (the best ) foot, 

7 units of retinue (middle quality) foot and 2 

units of levy (worst quality) foot. In addition 

the Yorkist bought some hand gunners, two 

heavy guns and three units of cavalry. 

Each army also has 3 generals. 

The army menu prevents any army from being 

un-historical. 



 

The situation 

Entoyment has 20 of 6x4 

foot tables. Marvellous. 

They are all similar, but 

this one is ours. 

A nice sheet has beenm 

laid down. All Peter Pig 

rules use a smaller table 

size than 6x4. This allows 

clutter to be kept off the 

gaming area. It also allows 

players with a normal 

sized home table to have 

games.  

 

 

Really don’t like stuff littered all over 

the game surface. No cards, blast 

templates or general sheet. 



 

Here is the table with the two armies initially deployed. 

The table is 4 zones in width and 4 zones in depth. Units move from zone to zone in a big bunch. Units all have 8 “increments of 

death”. This means either 8 bases, or in this case , 4 bases dying by the half base. Each of the 16 zones may only hold 3 fighting 

units maximum. Guns, hand gunners and generals do not count toward this total. 

In the foreground is the Lancastrian army. In the distance is the Yorkist army.  These initial deployments are affected by defender 

losses. BB (Bloody Barons) is always a defence/ attack game. Each scenery piece fills a zone. The roads are for “decoration” in this 

particular game. Scenery here consist of a marsh, wood, 2 gentle hills and a rough hill. The yellowy templates are just there to re-

mind players where the zones are. 

The far side Yorkists are led by martin. The near side Lancastrians are led by Tim and Matt. 

Notice the Lancastrian cavalry off table at lower left. They need certain scores in order to actually arrive. 



 

View from Yorkist (martin’s) side. 

The army has been slightly depleted by pre-game losses. The hill on the right is manned by levy infantry and two heavy gun batter-

ies. The central two zones are occupied by retinue units with some household in there too. Hills give advantage to morale and 

fighting. The cross on the rough hill marks the place where St Gilda chases the mink out of England (yes all of them). Notice that 

units in one rank are “in order”. When out of order they are put into a 2 base frontage. Out of order happens as a result of casual-

ties, fighting etc. fairly easy to re-form but troops need to avoid too much confusin.as it reduces their fighting and shooting abili-

ties. The 15mm table size is 4 x 3 feet. Size is not important because the table is considered as 16 zones. Each inch = 25 yards. 



 

Lancastrian (Tim + Mat) view 

Pre game the players note down a  zone they wish to push forward, as per their pre-battle orders. This is usually used to grab a 

salient scenery piece such as a  hill or ditch. The Lancastrian battle has forced its way into the wood. Co incidentally the Yorkist 

have pushed forward in order to “contain” the wood. “No jumping out of their my lad”. The units behind the wooded Lancastrians 

will give them extra rear support, which is great in a fight. The small markers accompanying some of the generals are attributes. 

Some generals will have attributes that enhance their assaulting, or target (defence) ability, unreliability or morale. Usually there 

are about 3 attributes in total amongst a player’s  3 generals. There is a pre-game mechanism for this. 



 

There are four aspects to the 

scenario generator. 

The scenario outcomes are ap-

plied after players know their 

general's qualities and whether 

they are the defender or attack-

er. By carrying out the scenario 

after deployment, the outcomes 

can be implemente instantly 

without the  need to write them 

down. 

 

Players bid against each other 

and one player will  do better by 

1 , 2 or 3. 

A “1 better” is rewarded with a 

trivial outcome.  A “2 better” 

usually gives a handy outcome. 

A “3 better” is rare, but jolly 

useful. Notice that the out-

comes are different for defender 

and attacker. 



 

Cavalry charge 

One whole ward (zone) fights another whole ward 

(zone) 

In BB the cavalry are not “standing 

around” in the battle line. In addi-

tion they are not always present at 

all.  Cavalry “appear”, charge in and 

either get re-buffed or smash 

through.  A decent foot ward will of-

ten “bounce” cavalry off, with no 

great problem. The danger for foot is 

if they are depleted, badly led or  

confused. 

This view is from the Lancastrian left 

flank., the Lancastrian cavalry are 

charging into some levy units on a   

gentle hill. The two red cavalry bases 

are from being shot at as they ap-

proach the Yorkist levy. The shooting 

has also put the right hand cavalry 

unit out of order which will affect 

their fighting  dice. Notice the Lan-

castrian general with that unit too. 

Martin’s Yorkist on the hill consist of 

2 units of levy and a couple of guns 

(useless in a fight). Notice the York-

ists don not even have a major com-

Yorkist levy on the hill 

3D6 for being afoot ward= 3D6 

3 D6 for each unit in order = 6D6 

-1 D6 per levy unit= -2D6 

-1D6 no general 

-2D6 for opponent having 2 more “better” units. 

TOTAL= 4D6. However minimum is 5D6. So 5D6 it is. 

Lancastrian cavalry charging 

3D6 for each unit in order= 6D6 

2D6 for each unit out of order=2D6 

Assaulting a hill –2D6 

General decides to risk himself =2D6 

TOTAL=8D6 



 

Charge outcome 

The levy on  the hill scored 2 hits (scores of 5,6).  The cavalry achieved 4 hits. However gets more hits adds 2 

more hits. Hits determine the fight winner, not kills.  Then the hits are applied and “saving” rolls carried out. 

House bold cavalry save on 3,4,5,6. Levy save on 5,6.  Any 5th hit is applied to a general. 



 

Aftermath 

The levy went all “led Zep-

plin” and ran away. The cav-

alry smashed through. 

The cavalry are removed to 

the reserves in case they ap-

pear again. Each cavalry 

unit loses half a base due to 

fighting fatigue. The Yorkist 

guns on the hill are just 

swept away. 

Cavalry do not remain on te battlefield to 

hold the ground. 

Martin has lost his right 

wing. No worries they are 

poor chaps anyway, from 

Rochester (?) 



 

Despite the loss of the left Yorkists flank the battle progresses. 

Notice that the Yorkist ward has advanced so far into the marsh that the battle line is all over the place. 

Here is a message from the  Yorkist front line 

“We have brilliantly advanced into the marsh and smashed the Lancastrian levy superbly. We are also holding our left flank hill with 

perspicacity, stoutness, cheese  and valour” 

From the Lancastrian front line  

“We have the whole left flank. We have advanced through the wood with good rear support. Our right flank is amassing for a big 

shove upon the hill.” 

NB. No junk (cups, cards, sheets, templates etc. on the fighting table. 



 

Meanwhile back at the front 

This is a couple of turns on. The Lancastrians (foreground) . Occupy the Wheatfield on the left, the marsh in 

the centre, the far Wheatfield (they like Weetabix?) and are paused in front of the hill on the right. 

The Yorkists have lost a few units. They occupy the centre in front of the marsh and the right hand hill. The 

Yorkist army is falling apart due to fatigue and separation.  Luckily the Yorkist commander (martin) has a new 

cup of tea deployed on the right of the picture (possibly 200 years too early). 



 

Later that day 

Here is the victory point atlly. 

The Lancastrians owned more zones, 

killed more units and generals. Gen-

erally they were a bit rough. They 

have 41 victory points. 

The Yorkists have 27 victory points. 

 

A difference of 14 victory points is a  

“very good” magnitude of victory. 

 

Well done the Lancastrians, Matt 

and Tim.  

The Yorkists are off the Cornwall! 

All dice used are D6.   No measuring. Play sheets and battle sheets can be downloaded free of charge from the PP rules web area. Markers on table are for dead, 

low on arrows, winning the fight and Commander attributes.  Bloody barons shares the same base sizes as the first edition, that’s it. Hope you enjoyed the read.  If 

not, sorry. 


